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Level 5 Book 10: Stuck in the Caravan

Words: 731
New Sounds: ai - trail, ay - play, ea - beach, ee - tree, ie - pie, igh - sight, oa - boat,
ow - slow, ew - few, ue - cue

Get Ready to Read
Teacher: Have you seen a car towing a caravan? Have you ever seen inside a caravan or
perhaps you have even stayed in one?
Teacher: People have caravans so that they can stay in
places and not
n lots of different
differe
differ
have to be in a house, hotel or unit. They can travel
ravel around, towing their
the beds and kitchens.
Teacher: Caravans have walls and
nd a roof so when people are inside the
they don’t get wet.
However, the space inside
ide
de a caravan is very small.
Teacher: In
n this story called Stuck in the Caravan, Vincent, Dan and Rick take an adventure in the caravan, but the trip is not what they expected.
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Learn a New Word

Teacher: When you read this story, you will read the word towing
towing.
Teacher: If you are towing something,
s
you are pulling it along behind.
Teacher: At the end of the story, we will go back and look at this word carefully in the
sentence where it is used.

Sight Word Practice
Teacher: Let’s point to and practise saying the words that are made up of the sounds
that we haven’t learnt yet.
Sight words:
the

for

he

of

to

as

was

going

too

go

his

be

no

into

so

Vincent
cent had spent the day packing the ca
caravan for
the trip up the coast. He had a lot of things to pack
such as pillows, sh
sheets and lots of things to eat and
drink. He
H had been planning the trip for weeks and
weeks. Dan was going with him. Rick had been
spinning a new web on the top shelf in the caravan,
so he was going on the trip up the coast too.
Vincent, Dan and Rick set off on the trip, towing the
long, yellow caravan. Dan was grinning, Vincent was
singing and Rick was still spinning.

The trip up the coast, towing the caravan was long,
but Vincent and Dan got to see lots of fantastic
things on the way. Vincent had to stop at the steep,
golden cliffs. He got pics of the stacks of rocks
sitting in the sea. Dan got in thee pics too, but Rick
was not keen. As Vincent
ncent
cent was clicking, Dan
Da had to
keep squinting
told
inting
nting as the sun was so bright. Vincent
Vin
Dan
n that the trip in the caravan was going tto be
just right as long as the sun did not
n go away.
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From the g
golden cliffs, Dan and Vincent kept
travelling up the coast with the caravan. Just as the
sun was setting, the pals got to the camping spot
that Vincent had been planning to stay at. The
caravan was quick to set up. As Dan and Vincent
tied up the annex next to the caravan, Rick lay back
in his brand, new web.

The next day, Dan sat up in bed with a fright when
he felt spits of rain on him. He had left the window
up when he went to bed. He shut the window and
got up to go and see if Vincent was still sleeping. In
the annex, Vincent sat and wept. “It
It cann
cannot be
raining. This trip was going
oing to be the best
best. No, rain,
no!” he cried.
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Dan
n felt sad. Vincent had been plannin
planning this caravan
trip for
or weeks and weeks. H
He had been keen to go
swimming,
ming, fishin
fishing and spotlighting with his pals.
Staying in a caravan in the pelting rain, was not the
trip he had been planning. Dan had to think of a
plan to get Vincent to stop sobbing. He told Vincent
that staying in the caravan in the rain may not be
that bad.
Just then Dan had a plan!

Dan told Vincent to sit in the caravan and wait. He
ran to the yellow truck to get his backpack. In his
backpack he had lots of things that he laid on the
bench in the caravan. He told Vincent that to kick off
the day he was going to set up Pin the
Tail on the
he Ta
Possum. Dan told Vincentt that he had to a
attempt to
pin the tail in the right spot on the painting of the
possum.
windows of the
sum. The rain kept pelting on the window
caravan,
avan,
van, but at least Vincent was not sstill sobbing.
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Next Dan set up th
the chess set. This was difficult to
play butt Dan was a terrific coach and Vincent got the
hang of it. Then Dan set up Pick up Sticks. This was
lots of fun. Each of them had to pick up a stick from
the stack. It was difficult to pick up a stick but keep
the rest of them still. In the end, Vincent had fifteen
sticks and Dan had ten. Vincent was the best at Pick
up Sticks as well as Pin the Tail on the Possum.

The day spent in the caravan
an had been lots of fun and
Vincent was glad
d that Dan had lots oof things in his
backpack
pack for them to play with. Just then Vincent
Vince spied
a flashh of light in the annex. He got up fr
from the bench in
the caravan
the annex to check. “The sun,
aravan and went into th
the sun!”
Vincent. The sunlight was bright and
n!” cried Vin
Vincent’s grin was big. He was so glad to see the sun.
Vincent, Dan and Rick got set to go fishing and swimming
in the sun. “Thanks for the fun in the caravan, but I
cannot stay in that van all day!” Vincent told them. With
the fishing rods, bait, buckets, suncream and hats, the
three pals went to play in the sun for the rest of the day.

Did you understand what you read?
1. Where were Dan, Vincent and Rick going to sleep while they were
on their trip?
2. What time of day was it when they got to the campsite?
he side o
3. Why do you think they set up an annex on the
of the caravan?
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he annex?
4. Why was Vincent sobbing in the
5. Who knew how to play chess the best?

hy do you think Vincent did not want to spend any more
m
6. Why
time
in the caravan?

Word Hunt

towing
tow

Teacher: We talked about the word towing before we read the story.
Let’s find the word towing.
Teacher: What was Vincent towing behind his yellow truck?
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All Level 5 Readers contain pre-reading activities to set the purpose
for reading, and post-reading activities to assist in comprehension
and vocabulary development.
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